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A measure of complexity for sequentially created symbolic patterns is in
troduced. The underlying grammatical rules are systematically detected 
in terms of variable-length prefix-free codewords and arranged on a "logic" 
tree. Predictions on the scaling structure of the system are then formulated 
and compared with the observation. The discrepancy between the two, 
evaluated through a generalisation of the information gain, characterises 
the complexity of the system, relative to the unfolding scheme. 
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Many physical systems produce temporal or spatial patterns exhibiting 
a high degree of organisation. These structures, in general, present features 
that arc clearly distinct cither from simple periodicity or from complete 
randomness (disorder) and cannot be meaningfully characterised by the en
tropy. They are often generated as the result of the repeated application 
of some basic scheme. The process can be realised in various ways: e.g., 
sequentially or hierarchically. The understanding of such systems requires 
the discovery of the nature of the generating rules (interpretation) and the 
organization of their mutual relations (description) [1]. It is then natural 
to associate the concept of "complexity" to systems which can only be de
scribed by an infinite number of rules: this clearly classifies the two extrema 
of completely ordered and random behaviour as simple [2]. Furthermore, 
complexity is relative to the chosen unfolding scheme [3] and cannot be char
acterized by an absolute quantity. Examples of complexity are provided by 
biological systems, hydrodynamic flows, spin glasses, neural networks, frac
tals, cellular automata and nonlinear dynamical systems [4j. 

Although the subject is attracting increasing interest, there is at present 
no universally accepted definition of complexity [5]. Many different mea
sures have been proposed but they all present some unsatisfactory proper
ties. Algorithmic [6] and Lcmpel-Ziv [7] complexities just reduce, in most 
cases, to the metric entropy [8] (and the former one is, in general, not com
putable). Other definitions are not applicable to dynamical systems and, 
finally, set and forecasting complexities (see [5] for a review) are non-zero 
during the period-doubling cascade (i.e., for periodic signals) and diverge 
at the accumulation point (where the symbolic dynamics is, instead, simple 

[9])-
In the present work, we propose a definition of complexity which char

acterises the difficulty of describing (modeling) one-dimensional symbolic 
patterns such as the output of a nonlinear dynamical system with known 
generating partition, a DNA-chain, a configuration of spins in a cellular 
automaton, a text written in some language. The generation mechanism 
is assumed to be sequential, for simplicity, although the method applies to 
any other procedure. Given a string Sn = $\S2 • • • sn composed of n symbols 
Si, its next extension is obtained by adding one or more symbols to the end. 
In fact, one of the main sources of difficulties with such disparate physical 
systems as those mentioned above is that they arc constructed according to 
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different (and usually unknown) iteration schemes. For example, consider 
the initial string S3 = 101 and perform the substitution (1 —» 101,0 -» 000) 
k — 1 times. The output string S3» (an approximation of the ternary Cantor 
set) will "look" complex if analysed in a sequential way, while it is very 
simple if regarded as the result of a hierarchical process. The main (inter
pretative) obstacle is to establish the type of generation mechanism followed 
by the physical process. Once this is removed, the detailed rules govern
ing the behaviour of the system can be described by allocating all relevant 
sequences on a "logic" tree. The degree of understanding is then evalu
ated by making predictions on the composition of the next level of the tree 
(i.e., on the set of possible outcomes of the system and not on the actually 
occurring future symbols) and by comparing them with the actual struc
ture. Complexity is finally defined as the information gain in the process of 
learning. 

Let us consider a very long stationary symbolic string Sft = SiSj • - - Sfi 
(N « 10s), produced by a dynamical system admitting an invariant mea
sure, such as the logistic equation z*+i = 1 — ax\ (with binary symbols 
sfe = (1 + sgn(xk)]/2) [8]. The probability P(SH) of each subsequence S», 
with length n € [l ,nm a z] ("m«* ~ 22), is hence 'estimated as the frequency 
of occurrence of Sn in S if. In the construction of the tree, we only consider 
allowed sequences (i.e., with non-zero probability). The aim is to represent 
any signal SN, produced by the system, as a combination of "primitive" 
words w, obeying all discovered rules. The crucial point to understand is 
that physical systems produce signals according to a code [10], unknown to 
the observer, which consists of variable-length words. Since every symbolic 
sequence corresponds to an element of phase-space, this is tantamount to 
saying that the folding is usually incomplete [3]. As a first example, consider 
the roof map 

**+i - S 

a + 2{\-a)xk if i* < 1/2 (sk = 0) , 

(1) 
2(1 - x f c ) i f x t > l / 2 ( s * = l ) , 

for a = (3 — \/3)/4, where a Markov partition exists (the critical point 
x = 1/2 belongs to an unstable period-5 orbit). The unit interval can be 
divided into three subsets, labelled by the sequences 1 (interval [1/2,1]), 
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01 (left prcimage of dement 1) and 001 (left prcimage of 01). The sym
bolic dynamics yields all possible (random) combinations of these three 
strings, except for the forbidden orbit 0011. Analogous considerations hold 
for any value of a: only for a = 0 the trivial binary grammar (coin toss) is 
observed. Other examples are provided by the period-doubling (PD) accu
mulation point dynamics and by the golden mean quasiperiodic (QP) tran
sition to chaos, which are most efficiently described by the (deterministic, 
i.e., non-stochastic) transformations (0,1) -» (01,10) and (0,1) -» (1,01), 
respectively [9]. The task of the observer is to identify codewords w which 
yield as simple a description as possible, in terms of allowed transitions on 
a logic tree. The set of possible strategies for the decoding of the signal is 
virtually infinite. Here, we illustrate an efficient scheme for the unfolding 
of symbolic patterns generated by nonlinear dynamical systems. We define 
* 'nmin- periodically-extendable) primitive as a substring w which can be 
periodically extended up to a length nm,-„ (1 < nm,n < nmmx) and which does 
not contain a prefix with the same property. For example, 001 is a primitive 
if (001)*"*-/3 is allowed and (0)""— is not. Choosing nm« equal to nm« is 
equivalent to requiring ordinary periodicity (up to the maximum available 
length nn s r ) . This is a long-range topological property which allows to 
extract useful regularities from the signal (other conditions than periodic 
extendability may be chosen, depending on the nature of the problem (11))-
Sequcnccs of increasing length are considered. If no single symbol satisfies 
this condition, all blot's of length 2 are tested, and so on, up to a cutoff 
iength Lmux < nmin. If still no primitive is found, n^,B is reduced by one 
and the whole process is restarted [12]. In the case of chaotic behaviour, 
the full periodicity condition is the most appropriate one (periodic orbits 
are dense on the attractors of hyperbolic systems) '8). At PD or QP, in
stead, the appropriate (preliminary) regrouping is automatically obtained 
when nmin has decreased to 4 or 2, respectively, yielding the primitives 01, 
10, ... (for PD) and 1, 01 (for QP). This coarse graining of the signal is 
however incomplete, since finite (and small) values of nmin cannot capture 
asymptotic properties of the system, and the coding must be iterated after 
renaming the primitives with new symbols (12J as (01,10,...) - • (0,1,...), 
in the former case, and (1,01) —» (0,1), in the latter. The transformed 
signals exhibit the same aspect as the original onos, indicating that these 
two examples admit an exact rcnormalization, upon infinite iteration of the 
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coding procedure. Independently of the chosen code, a description of the 
scaling properties of the system can be given by representing on a logic 
tree the rules (transition probabilities) which govern the appearance of all 
symbolic sequences. Accordingly, it is possible to reconstruct, by means 
of suitable Markov modeb (piecewise linear maps, e.g.), signals which are 
statistically and dynamically equivalent to those generated by the original 
system. Coding always improves the statistics and the asymptoticity of the 
estimates. 

The construction of the tree is illustrated for the example of eg. (1). The 
sequences S» are considered in order of increasing length n = 1, . . . ,nWMX. 
Symbol 1 is periodic and, obviously, indecomposable: hence, it is a "prim
itive". AH primitive orbits are allocated at the first level of the tree (see 
Fig. 1). Symbol 0 has a non-zero probability but is non-periodic (it is a 
"transient" orbit). Therefore, it is not placed on the tree: for convenience, 
however, it is reported in Fig. 1, encircled by a dashed line, since it will 
reappear as part of longer strings containing one or more l's. With the 
present knowledge, a prediction of all period-2 orbits is made. Any pre
dicted sequence Sn of length n b composed by joining a prefix v (of length 
m), consisting of any allocated or "transient" sequence, with a suffix w (of 
length n — m), chosen from the primitive orbits only: any signal generated 
by the system, in fact, is decomposed in a succession of primitives. Both 
symbols 0 and 1 are taken as possible "prefixes" whereas 1 is the only avail
able "suffix" so far. Accordingly, the sequences 01 and 11 are formed and 
allocated at the first and second level, respectively (see Fig. 1): group 01, in 
fact, is primitive. A sequence vw is placed at the level of the prefix plus 1, 
unless the prefix is a transient string: in such a case, vw is allocated at level 
1, since it is a primitive. The predicted orbits of length 3 are 001 (primi
tive), Oil, 101 and 111. The first interesting information is discovered for 
n = 4. In addition to the sequence 0101 (simple iterate of 01 ), the procedure 
yields (at levels 1 and 2) 0001, 0011 and 1001: the former two h?vC zero 
probability (forbidden sequences) and, therefore, constitute c "'surprise". 
The two rules "000 and 0011 are not allowed" have been discovered: since 
'-hey are the only ones, for this parameter choice, all subsequent predictions 
will be (topologically) exact. For example, the sequence 10011 = 1001 + 1 
can be excluded a priori, since it contains the (already detected) forbidden 
substring 0011: a newly formed sequence S„ is an admissible prediction 
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(i.e., it cannot be discarded a priori) if it docs not contain any previously 
found forbidden sequence (learned rule). The first two levels for the example 
discussed above are displayed in Fig. 1. The lower ones will be gradually 
filled as n —» oo. The sum of the probabilities at each level always equals 
1 (here, 1 = P(0) + P(l) = P(01) + P(001) + P(l) , because P(000) = 0). 
Only the left part of phase-space has been refined, since symbol 0 has no 
special relevance if taken alone: it corresponds to a fixed point of the map 
which does not belong to the attractor. Notice that sequences like 10 and 
110, e.g., need not even be predicted and checked since they would occur 
only in a backward reconstruction of the dynamics (with suffix-free codes). 
A very compact description is therefore obtained, exploiting the intrinsic 
asymmetries of the system's folding mechanisms. The splitting into primi
tives is simpler than the Markov partition itself (composed of four intervals). 
If no Markov partition exists, a finite number of primitives is still usually 
found in one dimensional maps, whereas their number is generally infinite 
in higher-dimensional cases. Successive levels of the tree provide increas
ingly better "Markov" approximations of the true dynamical behaviour [3]. 
Every complete level represents a covering of the whole phase-space. Since 
the reconstructed signal is composed of variable-length blocks, the order 
of the Markov model can be characterised by means of the "mean Markov 
time" per level v = lim,-,. £?J? njP(^)/l (where the sum is over the 
N(l) sequences at level / and tij is the length of sequence S^*). The average 
block-length v is larger or equal to 1 (the equality occurring for complete 
trees). 

The systematic discovery of the dynamical rules, during the construction 
of the tree, provides a microscopic characterisation of the system's scaling 
behaviour. This detailed description can also be condensed into a macro
scopic indicator, defined in terms of the infonnation gain in the process of 
learning. To each predicted sequence Sn = vmu>n_m we assign a prior (ex
pected) probability P0(Sn) which can be evaluated, as a first approximation, 
in the form Po(Sn) = P(vm)P(u»„_m), by assuming factorisation of the prob
abilities. A refinement of this estimate which takes into account all memory 
effects stored on the tree is discussed in [12], in connection with generalized 
scaling functions. The metric complexity C% of the system, relative to the 
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set of predictions P0, is then given by 

C£? _,-. PtS1») 
C, = lim T P^) In „ 7 - / ; . (2) 

If all predictions match perfectly (P = P0, VS^1), the metric complexity C( 

is identically zero, otherwise it is a positive quantity. Notice that also the 
finite-size ((/,n) < oo) estimates are meaningful, since they provide a global 
reliability indicator for the associated (approximate) predictive model. 

In order to give a complete characterisation of complexity, eq.(2) can be 
generalised to define a function C, of a parameter q, in analogy to what 
is usually done for dimensions and entropies. The adoption of the order-ç 
information gain [13] has been shown not to be meaningful for q = 0 [3]. 
Hence, we propose the following expression for the topological complexity 

Co = lim lim In ^ ^ , (3) 
l - e o — ~ N{l,Tl) X ' 

where N0(l, n) is the number of orbits predicted at level /, based on the 
knowledge of all orbits up to length n — 1, and N(l,n) the number of the 
allocated ones of length smaller or equal to n. The topological complexity 
is identically zero if all predicted orbits exist. 

Definitions (2) and (3) do not specify any numerical value for the com
plexity as long as the predictive method is not discussed. The main dif
ference with all previous measures (except for that of Ref. [2]) is that C, 
is a relative quantity. Moreover, it satisfies the property of being identi
cally zero in the two limits of completely ordered (periodic, quasiperiodic) 
and random, uncorrelated, signals: in the latter case, probabilities factorise 
and the tree is complete (topologically simple). It can also been shown [12] 
that the complexity of a union of objects (patterns) A^ does not exceed 
that of the most complex component: C(\J,AM) < sup_j C{A^). Analo
gously, for the cartesian product B = ®jA^ of several signals, one has 
C(B) = supj C(A^) (at variance with [2], where C was considered as an 
extensive quantity). 

The topological complexity Co is always zero for finite-dimensional dy
namical systems, since the relative number (#„([, n) - N(l,n))/N(l,n) of 
prediction errors (caused by the discovery of forbidden sequences which do 
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not contain already detected shorter ones) vanishes in the limit (/, n) —» oo. 
The quantity iV0(n) — N(n), for an ordinary binary tree, grows at most 
like exp(Tn), with 7 < A'0/2 (where A'0 is the topological entropy) [14], 
whereas the number N(n) of orbits of length n increases like exp( A0n), for 
large n. As long as the simple probability factorisation assumption is kept, 
C, (q > 0) vanishes for any piecewise linear transformation but not for 
generic nonlinear ones (except in cases with special symmetries, such as the 
logistic map at crisis, for which other definitions of complexity [5,15] yield, 
instead, positive values). The complexity function C,, for q > 0, constitutes 
therefore a measure of the nonlinearity of the system. 

The generalised complexity C, has been evaluated, with n , „ = 22, for 
the logistic map at various parameter values (intermittency, band-merging 
points, crisis), for the (piecewise linear) Lozi map [16] and for the Hénon 
map [17]. In the latter case, a generating partition has been determined by 
constructing a line which attributed distinct symbolic itineraries to all peri
odic points up to order 23. At standard parameter values (o = 1.4,6 = 0.3), 
the alphabet consists of an infinite set of primitives (1,01,0011101,0011111, 
00111101, 00011101,00011111, 000111101,0011110011101,...): the dynam
ics is not given by a finite subshift [IS]. The measured complexity values 
are usually small (C t < 10~2), indicating that the scaling properties of these 
systems can be estimated with good accuracy (in other words, the nonlin
earity is weak). The usage of better estimators (including memory effects) 
can improve the convergence of "thermodynamic" averages [19] based on the 
tree structure and, therefore, reduce the value of C,, which is essentially a 
measure of the scaling inference capability of the Markov model. 

Notice that if all symbols are accepted as primitive (i.e., constant-length 
orbits are placed at the same level without any physical motivation), even 
when folding is not complete and some of them are non-periodic, the result
ing tree contains a large number of unneeded sequences and less asymptotic 
terms, so that the overall convergence is worse. This is particularly relevant 
in the case of the Hénon map, where the fixed point 0 and several other 
short orbits lie outside the attractor and do not exhibit typical scaling ex
ponents. The method proposed here for the construction of the logic tree 
presents many advantages over constant-n procedures, since the intrinsic 
deterministic rules of the system are fully incorporated: the primitives are, 
in fact, the longest indecomposable (in periodic substrings) itineraries de-
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scribed by the orbit. Besides the definition of complexities, the main results 
of this approach are [3]: rapidly converging estimation of ^thermodynamic'' 
averages in the generic, incomplete folding, case, accurate reconstruction of 
power spectra [20] by means of Markov models, evaluation of generalized 
scaling functions [12]. 

The author acknowledges useful discussions with D. Auerbach, G. Broggi, 
J. Cmtchneld, P. Cvitanovic, P. Grassberger, G. Kampb, A. Politi and I. 
Procacda. 
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11 101 1001 Oil 0101 01001 00101 001001 

Figure 1: Logic tree for the roof map at a — (3 - y/d)/4. Transient 
sequences are encircled with a dashed line, dead branches by a solid line. 
Only the first two levels are displayed. 


